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Abstract
A correction to the Prasad-O’Neil formula for non-axisymmetric Trivelpiece-Gould plasma wave
frequencies is presented. The proper analytic limit for pure electron plasmas presented here differs
from the limit analyzed previously, and the frequencies differ by the ratio of Bessel function zeros
jmθ /jmθ−1 .
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The simple Prasad-O’Neil formula1 for Trivelpiece-Gould plasma wave frequencies ω =
ωmθ ,mz ,mr mentioned (but not used) in several experimental papers2–5 is appropriate for pure
ion plasmas, but not for pure electron plasmas. This note provides a corrected expression
for z-periodic, non-axisymmetric waves appropriate to cylindrical pure electron plasmas
in strong magnetic fields. For these electron plasmas, the mode frequencies ω are large
compared to the plasma rotation ωE , so the approximation mθ ωE /ω ≪ 1 is more appropriate
than the previously analyzed approximation ω − mθ ωE ≈ 0. The electron approximation
gives a revised frequency formula which substitutes Bessel function zero jmθ −1,mr for jmθ ,mr .
The azimuthal, axial, and radial mode numbers (mθ , mz , mr ) were originally1 denoted by
(ℓ, k, n). Taking wave potential and density {φ, δn} ∼ exp(iℓθ + ikz − iωt), the cold fluid
equations plus Poisson’s equation give the mode equation
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As in Ref. 1, we define εzz ≡ 1 − ωp2 /ω∗2 ≡ −α2 for r < Rp , and εzz = 0 for r > Rp . The
plasma rotation is ωE ≡ 2π ec n0 /B, and the plasma-frame wave frequency is ω∗ ≡ ω − ℓ ωE .
The (un-normalized) eigenfunction is given by

 J (α kr)
for r < Rp
ℓ
φ=
 Iℓ (kr) Kℓ (k Rw ) − Kℓ (kr) Iℓ (k Rw ) for r > Rp .
We consider ℓ > 0, and make approximations k Rp ≪ 1, and Rp ≪ Rw . Matching the
eigenfunction at r = Rp gives
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which is Eq. (11) of Ref. 1.
For pure ion plasmas, the limit of ω∗ ≈ 0 is appropriate, making the 2ℓωE /ω∗ term
dominant, and thereby requiring Jℓ (α k Rp ) ≈ 0. This gives α kRp = jℓn , where jℓn is the
nth root of Jℓ (x) = 0. The frequencies are then
ω − ℓ ωE = ±ωp

kRp
,
jℓn

as presented in Ref. 1 and (inappropriately) reproduced in later references treating electron
plasmas.2–5
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For typical pure electron plasmas in strong magnetic fields, the correct limit is ω∗ ≫ ℓ ωE ,
making 2ℓ ωE /ω∗ ≈ 0. Using xJℓ′ (x) = −ℓJℓ−1 (x) + xJℓ−1 (x), we obtain Jℓ−1 (α k Rp ) ≈ 0,
giving
kRp
.
jℓ−1,n
For ℓ = 1 and n = 1, this increases the predicted frequency, by as much as j10 /j00 =
ω − ℓ ωE = ±ωp

3.832/2.405 = 1.59 when ωE is negligible.
For completeness, we note that the eigenfunction δnℓ,n for non-uniform n0 (r) is
δnℓ,n (r) ∝ n0 (r) Jℓ (jℓ−1,n r/Rp ) .
In finite-length devices, with k = mz π/Lp , one obtains
1/2

ω − ℓ ωE ∝ NL L−1
p ,
where NL ≡ N/Lp ∼ n0 π Rp2 is the line density. Thus, the mode frequencies in this limit are
independent of the detailed density profile n0 (r).
Experimentally, the corrected frequency formula agrees with measurements on Lp ∼
50 cm electron columns in the CamV apparatus at B > 1 kG, to within the line density
uncertainty of . 5%. For shorter columns, end-effect corrections6 or numerical eigenvalue
solutions may be required.
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